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Global Graduate Scheme - 
Electrical Engineering

An award-winning ‘mini-multinational’ company with offices all over 
the world. We develop the world’s leading software for rotating 
machinery and electro-mechanical systems to enable simulation-led 
design, and we count the world’s major automotive, motorsport, 
aerospace and renewable energy companies as customers and close 
technology partners. For more than 30 years, Romax Technology 
has led the world in developing methods that consider system 
interactions within mechanical transmissions. Now Romax leads the 
world into electrification; we have applied and extended our state-of-
the-art engineering approach to electric drive systems.

Romax has 220 employees worldwide, 140 based in the UK and the 
rest based in our 12 global offices in Germany, USA and Asia. We are 
looking to place talented graduates from engineering and related 
disciplines across our business at our global offices across the US, UK, 
Germany and Asia. We offer unique opportunities for you to stretch 
and achieve goals within an agile team environment. This is your 
first step on the road to an accelerated career with us, which offers 
the opportunity to work across the world either on a permanent or 
secondment basis, solve some of the toughest engineering challenges 
and take on real responsibility.

What kind of work will I be doing?

As part of a multi-disciplinary team you will work with electrical/mechanical engineers and our software 
experts to lead Romax technical activities globally for our world leading gearbox, bearings and driveline 
engineering. The role will be varied and dynamic and will provide the successful candidates with high 
exposure to the world’s major automotive and wind companies and a wide range of driveline analysis 
technologies and processes. You will work through placements in different areas of the business across 
the 12 month scheme, after which you will be placed within the Electrification part of the business, 
working on key eDRIVE projects alongside industry experts.  work force, where
knowledge sharing is the norm.
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Why Romax?

If you are highly motivated with an entrepreneurial spirit, and wish to develop new and creative solutions to 
engineering problems and challenges within an innovative and culturally diverse environment, then choose 
Romax Technology to launch your career today. 

Global Graduate Scheme - package benefits

• 12 month scheme – tailored to your experience 
• Permanent position
• Study towards a professional qualification
• Work buddy to enable settling in process
• Work on live projects 
• Competitive salary
• Golden Hello Payment
• Attractive/Flexible benefits package
• Opportunity to travel globally and work in our overseas offices
• Work with world leading industry experts and mentors
• Visa sponsorshiporship
• Diverse, international workforce
 lexible benefits package
Am I eligible? How do I apply?

Candidates will need to be degree qualified in Electrical Engineering or a related discipline with an excellent 
academic record. Applicants should also have strong communication and problem solving skills with the ability 
to explain complex technical problems.

You will need to submit your CV for the following process:
• Telephone interview
• Online assessments
• Face to face assessment centre

Visit www.romaxtech.com/about-us/careers/ to find out when our Global Graduate Scheme recruitment 
commences. Visit www. https://romaxtech.com/romax-edrive/ to find out about our next generation 
technology for the EV sector.

me

“I studied Electrical Engineering and Renewable Energy Systems at the 
University of Nottingham, and since joining Romax have had the chance 
to broaden my knowledge to automotive and mechanical engineering. 
The graduate scheme involves rotations in R&D, wind energy and 
gearbox design, so the work is varied and could involve customer contact 
as well as technical work. You’re encouraged to learn-by-doing, and the 
culture at Romax means people are always around to give a helping 
hand.”

Hisham Jafar Ali, Graduate Electrical Engineer 

Contact us
+44 (0)115 951 8800
recruitment@romaxtech.com
www.romaxtech.com

Follow us on twitter @RomaxTechnology
Like us on Facebook www.facebook.com/
RomaxTechnology

Follow us on LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/
company/romax-technology


